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The headlines were gruesome: two beautiful women found strangled in the studio of a well-
known London artist. To investigator William Monk and his wife Hester, the murders are a
nightmare. One of the victims is an obscure artist's model. The other is the wife of Hester's
cherished colleague, distinguished surgeon Dr. Kristian Beck, a Viennese emigre who swiftly
becomes the principal suspect. With an intensity born of desperation, Hester, Monk, and their
dear friend Lady Callandra Daviot, who cannot hide her deep love for the accused, seek
evidence that will save Kristian from the hangman - hoping to penetrate not only the mystery of
Elissa Beck's death... but the riddle of her life.

About the AuthorAnne Perry is the bestselling author of two acclaimed series set in Victorian
England: the Charlotte and Thomas Pitt novels, including Buckingham Palace Gardens and
Long Spoon Lane, and the William Monk novels, including Execution Dock and Dark Assassin.
She is also the author of a series of five World War I novels, as well as seven holiday novels,
most recently A Christmas Odyssey, and a historical novel, The Sheen on the Silk, set in the
Ottoman Empire. Anne Perry lives in Scotland.
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Barbara, “Great reading. I've enjoyed every William Monk Novel I've read and I'm reading
Funeral in Blue right now. I'm about half way through and will be sorry when I've finished. The
book came quickly and in perfect shape thanks to sender.”

Crystal Toller, “William Monk. When Dr. Kristian Beck is charged with murdering his wife, Monk
goes to Vienna to see what he can find out about the Becks and their friend, Max Niemann. How
Hester, Monk and Runcorn solve the mystery makes for a thrilling read. The ending was a total
shock. Think this is the best book in the series so far.”

Carolyn, “Anne Perry's suspense. Anne Perry's suspenseful storytelling never fails to hold my
anticipation in thrall to the very end! Great read well done!”

Marlene L. Lenart, “who done it. I enjoyed the book very much.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Life choices-big and small. When we look back at the end of our life, will
we regret the decisions we have made? Did the journey become different than it could have
been either for better or worse because of the choices we made? The book led me to look more
closely at small choices of my life for they can ultimately influence the future decisions and thus
the path my life can take. For each path may have a very different end point. I need to keep in
mind the long term goals, and not just the immediacy of the moment.”

Leah, “Another great Anne Perry novel!. I tried to guess the outcome of this one as I read. I was
wrong! Not even close. Perry comes up with surprising yet plausible endings that satisfy and
entertain. I also like the look into England and medical practices of that era as well as the social
structure. I see why heading to America was so popular. I find myself urging some of the
characters to head out across the ocean and live how you want to!!! There wasn't the
abundance of "typos" in this one as earlier ones in the series, though typos can be so
entertaining. My favorite was "as she watched the feces of the jury", which was in the 3-book set
of Wm Monk mysteries I bought for my Kindle.”

Susan Nall Sheehan, “Taken back in time. This book held true to the winning formula Anne Perry
has used for her Monk/Pitt series, taking the reader into a time long sense past, Victorian
England. You will be immersed in that intriguing period of history as if you were one of the main
characters of her period pieces. Rich in detail, vivid to the point of actually seeing the colors of
the clothes worn, the seasonal changes as the characters move from chapter to chapter. You
feel the thickness of the fog that often is the setting for carriage rides and hear the sound of the
horses hooves on cobblestone streets. Perry`s books are a delightful experience and this one
was no exception!”



Mikki Mac, “Funeral In Blue by Anne Perry. I have read many of her books from the William Monk
series, which take place from the late 1850s to the late 1860s Victorian era.I have enjoyed them
each time. They are intersting, have enough information to keep the story moving along, and are
easy reads.I will be buying more from this series as well as her Charlotte and Thomas Pitt series
as well, which take place in the late 1880s and into the 1890s Victorian London era.”

Ebook Library Reader, “What a very fine writer Anne Perry is.. What a powerful book this is. A
story of love, addiction, faith, betrayal, & murder.Through the fog shrouded streets of Victorian
London to the beauty of Vienna William Monk goes in search of answers to find the murderer of
two women.There is courtroom drama & a page turning ending. A terrific read.One final thing the
book cover is atmospheric & evocative of 'Dickensian ' London as we perceive it. Curl up in the
warm with this exciting book.”

Pamela D, “Another William Monk triumph. Love Anne Perry's books, so read this if you too are
hooked. If you're a bedtime reader, don't expect a good night's sleep. Unputdownable.”

Marilyn Taylor, “Anne perry is the finest writer I've ever read.. Entertainment”

john01793, “Great book. Great book to read”

The book by Workman Publishing has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 467 people have provided
feedback.
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